A comparative Study of Trained BTC and Special BTC Teacher of Utter Pradesh on the Accounts of their Level of Expression and Professional Satisfaction.
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INTRODUCTION
Education is the symbol of progress of every nation. If anyone wants to know the reason of rise and fall of a country then you should see the history of education there. In the words of Swami Vivekanand- Why our Country is not developing due to the lack of Education? If we want to develop our century we should educate our civilization first. (Lee from Colombo to Almora-P-127). According to the conscious Report page No. 183, the country which have the 7% literacy, can create the awareness of education by the development of the primary education the public welfare. Primary education is the base of development in any country, which acts as a back bone in formal education. KG Par wrote about education in his book named “Punarchana” Page, 268” Aim of primary education is for all not for the selected ones, it touches at every point in life. Education need to be done a lot of work to idol and character of a country. Who are belonging to the primary education, they should taking care about the problems and inspections. It shows the importance of primary education” Jchri and Pathak- “Bharat ka ixiias page 439 shows that the primary education affects by the socio-economic education awareness”. To develop the quality of primary education, it is important to having the teacher with great values. Infect education is only the unit which move to a school. It is truth that the things like, school, Building, syllabus, books, reading material activities all are the important things but whenever vital force will not be given by the educated teacher all things will be vain. J.S. Balia (2012) Bharat Mai vyavastha ka Vikas” (page-332) Kabeer Humayu-Swatantra Bharat Mai Shiksha” his opening is “Teacher is the builder of destiny”. To motivate a country a teacher is like oxygen in environment. To maintain this oxygen level in our country, Primary school teacher should be professionally satisfied of their level of expression. This profession was accepted by the pioneer Group people in the country and gave the new dissection. To the society, But they got satisfied in this profession and they maintain the dignity and high expression level. These are sudden changes in this fast moving society. Due to the science and psychology in the modern education. There are hard things to grasp. Due to that the responsibilities has been increased and in the present time we can only fulfill all these things in education till the teacher is psychologically fit. For the psychological health of a teacher it is mandatory to fulfill the level of expression and professional satisfaction. If a teacher is professionally satisfied it scene system. Teacher is an powerful part of a chain in education (Ambition of Parents, Social hopes, pressure of peers, cultural value, support of the competitive community) and some personal elements like (personal desires, value of experience, general, economic background and cast background) these elements determines the level of expression and level is desire. It a teacher cannot put all these elements accordingly. It affects the teaching given by him and it creates the lower level of education, hence the level of expression and satisfaction of a teacher should be high.
NEED OF STUDY
Special BTC is a mile stone in the teaching learning process. In Uttar Pradesh 2100 vacant seats of primary teachers were filled by special BTC on the merit base candidate and this work was implemented by the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. From that time to till now a lacks of teachers has been appointed in primary schools. There is no research work has been taken on the BTC and special BTC teachers and their professional satisfaction.
In the ancient time teaching was a respected profession. Those who have interested in teaching can placed in this profession. But today teaching is the money making process. Soif there is no job available; most of the people are accepting this profession. This mean mentality is creating deficiency of moral and values in this profession. Teaching profession is always respectful in all ages. In present time it is increasing day by day.

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
Present study refers the comparative study of trained BTC and special BTC teacher of utter Pradesh on the accounts of their level of expression and professional satisfaction. Following are the objective of study:-
1. Study the professional satisfaction of trained special BTC teacher.
2. Study the professional satisfaction of trained special BTC teacher.
3. Comparative study of professional satisfaction of trained BTC teacher and trained special BTC teacher.
4. Study the level of expression of trained BTC teacher.
5. Study the level of expression of trained special BTC teacher.
6. Comparative study of the level of the expression of trained BTC teacher and trained special BTC teacher.

HYPOTHESIS
To find the research objective creates the zero hypothesis-
1. There is no possible difference in the professional satisfaction of BTC trained teacher.
2. There is no possible difference in the professional satisfaction of visisth BTC trained teacher.
3. There is no difference in the professional satisfaction of trained BTC teachers and trained visisth BTC teacher.
4. There is no difference in the level of expression of trained visisth BTC teacher.
5. There is no possible difference in the level of expression professional of visisth BTC trained teacher.
6. There is no difference in the level of expression of trained BTC and trained visisth BTC teacher.

RESEARCH METHOD
Present research work is a observatory research work scholar using observatory method (Explanatory research). In this research work some schools of Gautam Budh Nagar district has opted and Research scholar proceed the research work on the special BTC teachers of urban and rural schools. We opted 200 mael and 200 female teachers for sampling. For the study of professional satisfaction of teachers school use the questioner of scandalized observation given by Pramod Kumar and D.N. Mutha. For the study level of expression of teachers school use scandalized observation given by Saha and Mahash Bhargav. Use of statically method mean, S.D., T-Ratio.

OBJECTIVES
1. Study of professional satisfaction of a lady teacher.
2. To find out the difference level of female professional teacher satisfaction working in private and government schools.
METHOD
In the form of justification 60 female lectures has been recurred, 30 are the working with P.S.G college in art and science and 30 are working with government college in art faculty. Professional satisfaction scale (Edward 1969) is used with le-kart Technology. In that 40 points are measured by the five points.

RESULTS
1. There was a difference in the professional satisfaction of private and government female teacher.
2. There was no difference in their professional satisfaction; they are entertaining better than lower people of society.
3. There is a difference due to time, because they don’t have enough time to be relaxed.
4. Environment is the vital cause of their satisfaction, there is a lot of difference.
5. There is low professional satisfaction level of private school lady lecture than government schools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Correlation(r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>17.47</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special BTC</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>+.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC And special BTC</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>+.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above table is based on job satisfaction questioners of teachers by percentile of BTC and special BTC male and female teachers is 14.87. The mean percentile is between P40 to P60 and standard deviation is 13.90 to 17.20. So the professional satisfaction lies under average category.

T-Ratio observation of male and female teachers on accounts of their professional satisfaction.

T-Ratio observation = 9.27
According to this value df(n1+n2-2)=(400+400-2)=798.

| Level of satisfaction | 0.05 | 0.01 |
| Value                | 1.96  | 2.58 |

This value is lower than earlier value so this hypothesis thesis has been cancelled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Catagory</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>G.D.S</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D.S</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special BTC</td>
<td>G.D.S</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D.S</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC And special BTC</td>
<td>G.D.S</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D.S</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above table is based level of the expression questioners of teachers by percentile of BTC and special BTC male and female teachers is -1.08 & -0.79. The mean percentile is between P5 to P25 and standard deviation is 4.62 to 4.24. So the level of the expression lies under low category.

T-Ratio observation of male and female teachers on accounts of their level of the expression T-Ratio observation = G.D.S.5.96  A.D.S.1.51
According to this value df(n1+n2-2)=(400+400-2)=798.

| Level of satisfaction | 0.05 | 0.01 |
| Value                | 1.96  | 2.58 |
This value is lower than earlier value so this hypothesis thesis has been cancelled.

CONCLUSION

Research scholar has taken care in the sampling of population that represents it completely. Scholar opt the authentic resource that represent sampling after the results on the population of mall and females BTC and special BTC teachers working in Utter Pradesh primary school it was observed that there was a difference in professional satisfaction of BTC and special BTC male and female teachers. It means the average mean of BTC male and female teachers is more than special BTC male and female teachers. It shows that professional satisfaction of trained BTC male female teachers is better than the trained special BTC male female teachers. Research scholar can say that the professional satisfaction of trained BTC teachers is better than special BTC teachers.

The observatory results given by the research scholar show that BTC training is better than special BTC training.

Research scholar has taken care in the sampling of population that represents it completely. Scholar opt the authentic resource that represent sampling after the results on the population of mall and females BTC and special BTC teachers working in Utter Pradesh primary school it was observed that there was a difference in level of the expression of BTC and special BTC male and female teachers. It means the average mean of BTC male and female teachers is more than special BTC male and female teachers. It shows that level of the expression of trained BTC male female teachers is better than the trained special BTC male female teachers. Research scholar can say that the level of the expression of trained BTC teachers is better than special BTC teachers.

The observatory results given by the research scholar show that BTC training is better than special BTC training.
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